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Andro-Mod » Games » Mod » Snoop Dogg Rap Empire (MOD, Unlimited Money) Snoop Dogg Rap Empire - an atmospheric time management strategy game with clicker elements, colorful stylistic and curious economic strategy mechanics. Game developers from Diggital Dogg are focused around the music industry: as they progress, novice artists will have
to take wing and open newcomers into pop stars, with the help of existing connections, skills and knowledge. Snoop Dogg will be responsible for other people's careers: the hero is already aiming for results, and therefore offers to unlock the first recording studio and start the fight for the podium! Home page » Games » Simulation » Snoop Dogg's Rap Empire
(MOD, Unlimited Money) Snoop Dogg's Rap Empire - Do you ever dream of becoming a rapper? If so, this game is for you. It's a very interesting and simple game where you have the opportunity to be a real rapper. You write a lot, but no one notices you. And then one day, the popular rapper Snoop Dogg, somehow, came across your CD with songs. He
really loved his songs and believes he's going to be a real professional rapper. Open your studio and start writing songs. Buy all the best and start earning money thanks to your favorite business. Hire employees to help you be a real star. Make a name for yourself and visit the most famous cities. Gather a lot of spectators and race other rappers, prove to
everyone that you are the best. Prove you didn't make a mistake in Snoop Dogg's choice. Collect as many prizes as possible and earn big money. Snoop Dogg's Rap Empire - are you ready to go on an unforgettable adventure in the music world? Start your career as a rapper and carry an unknown musician popular and beloved favorite, create a rap,
participate in battles, don't give up after the first setbacks and step into success insistently. Meet Snoop Dogg and, under his guidance, raise the career ladder. Conquer world lists. Unlock access to the city's coolest studios, record your tracks and earn the trust of your fans. Download fromeGoogle PlayRating: Симулбторй Симулбторй Симулбторй
Симулбторй СимулбторйСимулбторй Симул Улбторй Chat with all people – quick and easy Official Facebook Messenger App Android UC Browser Mini is the best free apps you want for android Fastest browsing experience Perfect social network always wallpapers on Android device, ringtones, and apps Home»Games»Adventure»Snoop Dogg's Rap
Empire Are you ready to become a rap legend? Start your rap career and make a name for yourself in this empty tapper game with the help of the legendary Snoop Dogg. Fo' shizzle. Tap to play the latest mobile game of 2020 and download it today! Start as an unlucky rapper, sling mixtapes in Venice Beach and find something else to reject. You know your
tracks are fire, and you have to make a big exit. You're so close to giving up, but everything. When you came across one of the Snoop Dogg CDs and called you. He loves what you hear and will turn you into the next rap legend! Here's how it came to the top with the help of Snoop Dogg: TOUCHY TRACK AND MIX BEATSMusic makes money. Tap to work in
the studio to put new albums together and keep cash flow. UPGRADE AND UNLOCK YOUR STUDIOS Upgrade your studios with new and better tools to speed up time to build and earn money faster. Unlock brand new flashy studios in the hottest parts of the city to expand your operation. MANAGERS WITH UNIQUE ABILITIES You can't do it alone in
BUILD A TEAM Rap game. Create a talent team around you by unlocking and assigning managers, each with the skills to help you get to your own unique past and top. Work with SNOOP to move the story forwardSnoop sits back and make sure he hits big. Complete Snoop concerts and missions to advance the story while working your way up in the game.
IMZALA AND CASH LE İMZALA WITH NEW TAGS, When the time is right, sign with a new label for prestige and win big prizes to greatly increase your song speed and revenue. There's always more money to be made. INVEST IN REAL ESTATE AND GET THE REWARDS Go beyond the rap game and invest your winnings in real estate for huge
permanent bonuses. You're not just trying to get rich, you're going to be rich. BIG UPDATES ON THE HORIZON This is just the beginning. Pay attention to these big updates in the near future that will take your rap career to a whole new level: GAIN EQUIPMENT AND CUSTOMIZE YOUR CHARACTER Develop your own personal style and earn equipment
to provide you with game supports. It's not just about the music, it's about the style. GET IT WITH OTHER PLAYERS IN RAP BATTLES You have to beat the best to be the best. Fight other players in daring rap battles and prove your skills on the world stage. EXPLORE ICONIC CITIES AND NEIGHBORHOODS FROM RAP HISTORY Work between iconic
cities and neighborhoods from East to West coast, learning concerts and earlier comings. AS YOU CAN SEE, DOWNLOAD RAP EMPIRE TODAY! It is better now to never start and make a name for yourself in the rap game. The phone's ringing and Snoop's on the line? Are you going to say yes or no? It was brought to you by Snoop Dogg's own digital
production company, DiGGital DoGG. It's an artist company that revolutionizes the digital field, and it's the way artists get involved. Snoop Dogg core: Crush enemies and clan path to victory Perfect, but shameless, League of Legends clone Clash Clans characters face terrifying teacher escape in epic duels! Battle Lords Mobile in a stick figure: build an
empire to destroy enemies of enemies
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